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So what about 360-Virtual Reality, 
at 120 frames per second?



paradim SHIFT?



1968; Ivan Sutherland and Bob Sproull



2003; Randy Pausch, Stanford University Classes
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(FLAT) VIDEOS



https://asiafoundation.org/publication/mobile-phones-internet-use-cambodia-2016/

VIDEO RECEPTION IN CAMBODIA









Deepfakes
Audio-to-Audio
Text-to-Speech
Facial Recognition;
Geo-Tracking;
Digital Nudging
[...]



In a few months from now, 
we won’t be able to distinuish
between deepfakes and ‘normal’ 
videos. 

Are we?







YES & NO









Deepfakes: Uncanny Valley Effect



Continuous Race



«Amnesty International is already grappling with some
of these issues. Its Citizen Evidence Lab verifies
videos and images of alleged human-rights abuses. It
uses Google Earth to examine background landscapes
and to test whether a video or image was captured
when and where it claims. It uses Wolfram Alpha, a 
search engine, to cross-reference historical weather
conditions against those claimed in the video.» 

Fake news: you ain’t seen nothing yet, 
https://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21724370-generating-
convincing-audio-and-video-fake-events-fake-news-you-aint-seen

VERIFICATION STRATEGIES?



Media: unique key that only the signing
organisation—or the originating device—
possesses.

VERIFICATION STRATEGIES?



Decentralized timestamping on the blockchain

VERIFICATION STRATEGIES?



All of these idea
solutions will have
no impact on our
fakenews issue.
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CHANCES?

... No need for (boring) teaching videos anymore

... Gender swap in blockbuster movies

... Selfie-issue 2.0 >  the centre of all the stories?





paradim SHIFT?
FAKEREALITY
CRISIS?



1. Check your sources

WHAT CAN YOU DO PERSONALLY?
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1. Check your sources
2. Re-learn to watch videos precisely
3. Moving images are another language
4. Train your perception of people: decode facial 

expressions, gestures of speaker (watch & listen)
5. Raise awareness in your own community

WHAT CAN YOU DO PERSONALLY?
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